Development in any domain is often characterized by increasingly abstract representations. Recent evidence in the domain of shape recognition provides one example; between 18 and 24 months children appear to build increasingly abstract representations of object shape [Smith, L. B. (2003). Learning to recognize objects. Psychological Science, 14, 244-250]. Abstraction is in part simplification because it requires the removal of irrelevant information. At the same time, part of generalization is ignoring irrelevant differences. The resulting prediction is this: simplification may enable generalization. Four experiments asked whether simple training instances could shortcut the process of abstraction and directly promote appropriate generalization. Toddlers were taught novel object categories with either simple or complex training exemplars. We found that children who learned with simple objects were able to generalize according to shape similarity, typically relevant for early object categories, better than those who learned with complex objects. Abstraction is the product of learning; using simplified -already abstracted instancescan short-cut that learning, leading to robust generalization.
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Introduction
The adaptive application of past experience to new circumstances requires the recognition of similarities between those past experiences and the present. The similarities that are relevant to useful generalizations are often embedded within many task irrelevant similarities and differences. Thus, processes of abstraction -of finding the right similarities -are crucial to theories of generalization in a variety of cognitive domains, including vision, language, social behavior, and higher level reasoning (Harnad, 2005; Macrae, Milne, & Bodenhausen, 1994) . Abstraction and generalization are also crucial to understanding the differences between immature and mature learners and between novices and experts; mature learners generally and experts more specifically seem to know the right similarities over which to generalize past experiences. This paper reports new findings on the relation between abstraction and generalization that derive from an experimental attempt to shortcut the learners' needs to find the right similarities for themselves. The domain is the generalization of 3-dimensional object categories by 1½ to 2-year-old children.
Abstraction makes generalization
One way or another, all theories of categorization are about abstraction. This is explicit in theories of prototype formation which propose summary descriptions of the commonalities across instances, thereby decreasing the influence of irrelevant, within-category variance on generalization (Homa, Sterling, & Trepel, 1981; Posner & Keele, 1968; Rosch, 1973; Smith & Minda, 1998) . Abstraction is implicit in theories of exemplar learning which use mechanisms such as selective attention to simplify available information by deemphasizing uninformative dimensions and emphasizing diagnostic ones (Nosofsky, 1984; Palmeri 
